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Dr. John N. Houpis
State of New Hampshire
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Chesterfield in the
County of Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Chesterfield on Tuesday, the seventh day of March, next at
6:30 o'clock in the evening to act upon the following sub-
jects. (Polls will be open at 10:00 A. M.)
Article 1. To vote an Austrailian Ballot for all necesary
Town Officers.
Art. lA To vote by ballot on amendments to the Zoning
Ordinance.
Art, IB To take the sense of the qualified voters wheth-
er the amendments of the Constitution proposed by the 1971
session of the General Court shall be approved.
Article 2. To determine the method of collecting taxes
for the ensuing year.
Article 3. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 4. To hear the report of the Budget Committee
and act thereon.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the following sums, as approved by the Budget
Committee for:
1. Town Officers' Salaries $5,220.00
2. Town Officers' Expenses 4,100.00
3. Election and Registration Expenses 3,300.00
4. Expenses of Town Hall, Other Buildings 2,500.00
5. Expense of Forest Fires 1,000.00
6. Expense of Police Department 3,500.00
7. Expense of Fire Department 5,200.00
8. Planning and Zoning 500.00
9. Civil Defense 100.00
10. Expense of Board of Health 600.00
11. Expense of Town Dump 1,500.00
12. Purchase of Insurance - 2,800.00
13. Support of Town Poor 2,500.00
14. Old Age Assistance 4,000.00
15. Aid to Soldiers and Families 1,000.00
16. Memorial Day Observance 200.00
17. Care of Parks. Playgrounds, Town Beach 400.00
18. Damage and Legal Expense 1,700.00
19. Town's Share of Social Security 2,200.00
20. Interest on Long Term Notes 950.00
21. Auto Permit Fees 2,000.00
22. Interest on Temporary Loans 1,500.00
23. White Pine Blister Rust Control in
Cooperation With DRED 150.00
24. Payment on Long Term Notes 5,900.00
25. Support of Library 1,500.00




Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $3,500.00 for street lighting, (Ap-
proved by Budget Committee.)
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $849.00 for the Manadnock Region
Association to continue its efforts in areas of solid waste
disposal, planning, pesticides, legislation. State Parks, youth
work and by other means call attention to the protection of
the natural resources of the Town, plus its other advan-
tages, along with the other thirty-seven towns in the Mon-
adnock Region. (Approved by the Budget Committee.)
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $990.00 in support of the Elliot Com-
munity Hospital for the year 1972. (Approved by the Budg-
et Committee.)
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to make applica-
tion for Town Road Aid and raise the sum of $1,358.98,
thereby receiving an additional $9,059.84 from the State
for Town Road Construction. (Approved by the Budget
Committee.)
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $17,500.00 for winter maintenance of
roads. (Approved by the Budget Committee.)
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $30,000.00 for summer maintenance of
roads. (Approved by the Budget Committee.)
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $2,500.00 for the repair and upkeep of
Highway Equipment. Approved by the Budget Committee.)
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $3,000.00 for the continuation of Road
Improvement of our Town Highways. The location of the
work to be under the supervision of the Selectmen in coop-
eration with the Road Committee. Approved by the Budget
Committee.)
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to pay off the balance of the grader notes this
year, amounting tq, $13,500.00, from the Town's Treasury
surplus. $13,320.00 of this amount being the proceeds from
the sale of land acquired by Tax Collector's deed. (Approved
by the Budget Committee.)
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $2,500.00 as a contingency fund to be
used for the purchase of land on the Open Space Program.
(Submitted without recommendation.)
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to become a mem-
ber of the regional planning commission, now organized and
named the Southwestern New Hampshire Regional Plan-
ning Commission. This Commission will have membership
of at least two municipalities and will have jurisdiction over
the planning region delineated by the Office of State Plan-
ning. The objective of the Commission will be to plan for
and encourage regional planning analysis, provide concen-
sus on major prpblems of regional concern and to assist in
the effectuation of projects within, and which extend be-
yond, the boundaries of a particular town.
The Commission will have only the authority conferred
on it by Chapter 36:45-53. Revised Statutes Annotated,
1955, and will be an advisory commission to local govern-
ments in the region. Members of the Commission shall be
appointed by the Selectmen in accordance with State Law.
Two representatives will be appointed from Chesterfield.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $1,244.40 as the Town's Share for the
studies and operation of the Southwestern New Hampshire
Regional Planning Commission. These funds will be used
for financing the staff, operation expenses, planning stud-
ies, technical assistance and other programs of the Commis-
sion. These funds may be used in conjunction with other
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state and Federal Funds available for planning purposes.
(Not approved by the Budget Committee.)
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to install three
street lights on the Curt Chickering Road between the Jo-
seph Baldwin property and the Frank Kissell property.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $100.00 to the Cheshire County Hu-
mane Society, which services the community of Chesterfield
in many ways and is supported almost entirely by donations.
(Approved by the Budget Committee.)
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate an amount equal to 30 cents per capita, not to ex-
ceed $545.00 to help support the work of the Monadnock
Health and Welfare Council. (Submitted without recom-
mendation.)
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to have the Town
Beach on the North Shore Road restricted to taxpayers and
residents of Chesterfield Township and to appropriate the
sum of $800.00, (increased by $500.00) for a custodian and
maintenance of the beach. (Submitted without recommen-
dation )
Article 22. To see if the Townspeople will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $500.00 every year for the use
of the Police Department .which is to be separate and apart
from the Police Department budget. The said amount is to
be used by the Department as a petty cash reserve. Not Ap-
proved by the Budget Committee.)
Article 23. To see if the Townspeople will authorize the
approjDriation of $180 00 for the matching funds necessary
to purchase new and additfonal state frequency monitors
for the Police Department. These monitors will be made
available under the President's Omnibus Crime Control Act
and Safe Streets Act in accordance with the 75-25% Fed-
eral, State and Town matching funds system. These moni-
tors are intended for mobile use in direct communication
with State Police and local police car to car. (Not approved
by the Budget Committee.)
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
Selectmen to use a sum, not to exceed $150,00, from the
Town Funds and the Parks, Playgrounds and Town Beach
Funds to provide indentification stickers for the cars of
residents of the Town in order to facilitate limitation of
the use of both the dump and beach to residents and summer
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residents and their guests. (Approved by the Budget Com-
mittee. )
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
Selectmen to locate a new site for solid waste disposal on
land complying with State and Federal regulaions, suitable
for either sanitary landfill or incinerator use, and which can
be purchased, leased or taken by eminent domain. The pro-
curement of such site or sites to be acted upon by the Town
at or before the next regular Town Meeting. (Approved by
the Budget Committee.)
Article 26. To see if the Town will establish a Chester-
field Conservation Commission as set forth in R. S. A. 36-a,
and that the Selectmen appoint said Commission within 30
days from the date of the annual Town Meeting and that a
temporary chairman be appointed to call the first meeting
of the Commission.
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue
the following roads:
a. That portion of Rte. No. 107 lying between a point
in said Rte. No. 107, 100 feet northerly of the Chap-
delaine Camp to its junction with Rte. No. 80.
b. That portion of Rte. No. 83 from a point in said
No. 83, 100 feet easterly of the residence of Rich-
ard Wood to its junction with the West Swanzey
Road.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to reopen Rte.
No. 78 (Hewitt Road) for a distance of approximately 800
feet from its easterly junction with Atherton Hill Road,
providing access to land of Alfred & Marygrace Schiewe
and eventually connecting with roads in the Spofford Stage
Development. Expense and construction to Town specifica-
tions to be the responsibility of Spofford Stage, Inc.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue a
portion of road beginning on No. 78 northeasterly 100 feet
beyond the residence of Fritz Richter, approximately 600
yards to the Tuttle land now owned by Alfred Schiewe, leav-
ing approximately 325 yards and an entrance on the north-
east end. Both sides of the portion to be closed. 600 yards
are owned by Fritz Richter. This road is now subject to
gates and bars.
Article 30. To see if the Town will vote to accept 1,800
feet of road known as Chandler Road and August Avenue,
(approved by Planning Board, Selectmen and Road Agent)
providing access to six homes and 8 additional individually
owned lots, thereby receiving a check for $600.00 from
Spofford Stage, Inc., to be used for tar.
Article 31. To see what action the Town will take on a
formal request by Henry P. Hellus, Sr., that the following
roads be accepted by the Town of Chesterfield, State of New
Hampshire, namely: Pinnacle Lane, Split Oak Road, Pin-
nacle Pond Road, also. White Birch Drive which has been
approved by the Planning Board which has met all specifi-
cations set up by said Planning Board.
Article 32. To see if the Town will authorize the Road
Agent to remove the hazardous condition existing at the
intersection of Twin Brook Road and Route 9, Chesterfield.
Traffic entering Route 9 from the southeast corner of Twin
Brook Road has no visibility of traffic traveling West on
Route 9.
Article 33. To see if the town will vote to accept the sum
of $100.00 from Arthur G. & Arlene T. Tibbitts to be add-
ed to the Frank B. Fowke Trust Fund. The income from
same to be paid to C. W. C. A. for care of Lot No. 57 in
Chesterfield West Cemetery.
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $100.00 from Clarence K. Lewis to be added to the
Clarence K. Lewis Trust Fund. The income from same to
be paid to C. W. C. A. for care of Lot No. 835 in Chester-
field West Cemetery.
Article 35. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $100.00 from Earl F. Grimes. The income from same
to be paid to C. W. C. A. for perpetual care of lot in Ches-
terfield West Cemetery and to be known as the Earl F.
Grimes Trust Fund.
Article 36. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $200.00 from Jack and Mary Gold. This amount to
be added to the Morris Friedsam Cemetery Fund and to be
known as the Jack and Mary Gold Trust Fund.
Article 37. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $150.00 from Clifford W. Tuttle. The income from
same for perpetual care and upkeep of the Francis Tuttle
burial lot No. 12 in the Spofford Cemetery and that the
fund be known as the Francis Tuttle Trust Fund.
Article 38. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $100.00 from Grace L. Holman. The income from
same to be p^d to C. W. C. A. for perpetual care of the Leon
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F. Stoddard lot No. 2 inChesterfield West Cemetery and to
be known as the Stoddard-Holman Trust Fund.
Article 39. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $500.00 from Harry L. Mead, Jr. to be added to the
fund for the care of the Converse Mead Cemetery.
Article 40. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $100.00 from C. William Amidon to be added to the
Amidon-Stanley Trust Fund. The income to be paid to C, W.
C. A. for care of lot No. 105-106 in the Chesterfield West
Cemetery.
Article 41. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $50.00 from George E. & Hazel E. Aldrich to be
added to the Trust Fund for perpetual care of the Morris
Friedsam Cemetery.
Article 42. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $200.00 from the Ruth M. Scott Estate. The income
to be used for care of the Edgar J. Scott lot in Spofford
Cemetery, and to be known as the Edgar J. and Lena B.
Scott Trust Fund.
Article 43. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $100.00 from John S. Mosbaugh. The income from
same to he paid to C. W. C. A. for perpetual care of the John
S. Mosbaugh lot No. 129 in Chesterfield West Cemetery
and to be known as the John S. Mosbaugh Trust Fund.
Article 44. To hear reports of Committees and to trans-
act any other business that may legally come before this
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 19th day of Febru-













Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the voters of the
Town of Chesterfield, New Hampshire called at the Town
Hall in said Town on Tuesday, March 9, 1971.
The meeting was called to order at 11:00 o'clock in the
forenoon by the Moderator, James E. O'Neil, who read the
Warrant for the meeting through Article 1 and declared the
Polls open for voting by ballot for all necessary Town Offi-
cers for the ensuing year.
At six-thirty in the afternoon the Moderator again called
the meeting to order.
The following Resolution was read:
BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED, that the voters of the
Town of Chesterfield extend their very best wishes to Se-
lectman George E. Joslin for a speedy and complete recovery
from his illness,
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Voters
recognize his long and devoted public service to this com-
munity and as an expression of their appreciation that this
Town Meeting be dedicated to him.
Voted by voice vote on motion made by Harry E. Winn
and supported by Carl A. Johnson that the above Reso-
lution be adopted. Vote declared by the Moderator to be
carried in the affirmative.
The Moderator then called on Rev. Arthur Clifford who
offered a prayer.
Voted on motion made by Arvid W. Pearson and sup-
ported by H. Claude Mowry that the reading of the Warrant
be omitted. Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried
in the affirmative.
The Articles of the Warrant were then disposed of as
follows:
Article 2. Voted on motion made by Harry E. Winn
and supported by Russell C. Johnson to use the same method
of collecting taxes this year as last year. Vote declared by
the Moderator to be carried in the affirmative.
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Article 3. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Robert Woodman and supported by Richard Louis to au-
thorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes. Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried in the
affirmative.
Article 4. Reporting for the Budget Committee, Don-
ald C. Emery said that they had their meetings and that
their report could be found in the Town Report on Pages
21 and 22. Voted by voice vote on motion made by Arvid
Pearson and supported by Harry E. Winn to accept this re-
port of the Budget Committee. Vote declared by the Mod-
erator to be carried in the affirmative.
Article 5. Voted by voice vote on motion made by H.
Claude Mowry and supported by Richard Louis to raise and
appropriate the following sums, as approved by the Budget
Committee for:
1. Town Officers' Salaries $5,220.00
2. Town Officers' Expenses 4,100.00
3. Election and Registration Expenses 3,000.00
4. Expenses of Town Hall, Other Buildings 2,000.00
5. Expenses of Forest Fires 1,000.00
6. Expenses of Police Department 3,000.00
7. Expenses of Fire Department 5,200.00
8. Planning and Zoning 500.00
9. Civil Defense 100.00
10. Expenses of Board of Health 600.00
11. Expenses of Town Dump 1,500.00
12. Purchase of Insurance 2,800.00
13. Support of Town Poor 2,500.00
14. Old Age Assistance 4,500.00
15. Aid to Soldiers and their Families 1,000.00
16. Memorial Day Observance 200.00
17. Care of Parks Playgrounds, Town Beach 400.00
18. Care of Cemeteries 877.35
19. Damage and Legal Expenses 500.00
20. Town's Share of Social Security 1,500.00
21. Interest on Long Term Notes 200.00
22. Auto Permit Fees 1,800.00
23. Interest on Temporary Loans 2,500.00
24. White Pine Blister Rust Control in Cooper-
ation with State Dept. of Resources and
Economic Development 150.00
25. Payment on Long Term Notes 1,400.00
26. Support of Library 1,200.00
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Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried in the af-
firmative and the above amounts to be raised.
Article 6. Voted by voice vote on motion made by Arvid
Pearson and supported by Clifford E. Chickering to raise
and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 for street lighting.
Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried in the affirm-
ative.
Article 7. Voted by voice vote on motion made by H.
Claude Mowry and supported by Russell C. Johnson to raise
and appropriate the sum of $650.00 as approved by the
Budget Committee for the Monadnock Region Association
to continue its efforts in areas of solid waste disposal,
planning, pesticides, legislation. State Parks, youth work
and by other means call attention to the protection of the
natural resources of the Town, plus its other advantages,
along with the other thirty-seven Towns in the Monadnock
Region. Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried in the
affirmative.
Article 8. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Harry E. Winn and supported by Robert Woodman to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,002,00 in support of the
Elliot Community Hospital for the year 1971. Vote declared
by the Moderator to be carried in the affirmative.
Article 9. Voted by voice vote on motion made by H.
Claude Mowry and supported by Robert Callahan to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,557.93 for Town Road Aid
thereby receiving an aditional $10,386.20 from the State.
Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried in the affirm-
ative.
Article 10. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Robert Woodman and supported by Harry Winn to set aside
Articles 10 and 11 until Articles 23 and 24 have been
acted on. Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried in
the affirmative.
Article 12. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Harry E. Winn and supported by John McKeon to raise and
appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 for the repair and upkeep
of Highway Equipment. Vote declared by the Moderator to
be carried in the affirmative.
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Article 13, Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Robert Woodman supported by Richard Louis to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 for continuation of Road
Improvement of our Town Highways. The location of the
work to be under the supervision of the Selectmen in coop-
eration with the Road Committee. Vote declared by the
Moderator to be carried in the affirmative.
Article 14. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Harry E. Winn and supported by Russell C. Johnson to raise
and appropriate the sum of $27,500.00 for the purchase of
a new Town Grader. The sum of $3,500.00 to be by taxation
this year. The balance to be on a long term note of $4,000.00
per year for 6 years. Vote declared by the Moderator to be
carried in the affirmative.
Article 15. Motion made by Winston H. Cray and sup-
ported by H. Claude Mowry to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,000.00 as a contingency fund to be used for the
purchase of land on the Open Space Program. After discus-
sion Winston H. Cray made a motion to amend his first
motion for this money to be expended with the recommend-
ations of the Planning Board in consultation with the Board
of Selectmen, this money to be placed in a Savings Account
and labled for the Purchase of Open Space if not used this
year. This Amendment was supported by H. Claude Mowry
and voted by voice vote. Vote declared by the Moderator to
be carried in the affirmative. Voted by voice vote on adop-
tion of the Article as amended which was declared carried
in the affirmative.
Article 16. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Robert Mills and supported by Lester Chickering to raise
and appropriate the sum of $825.00, thereby receiving an
additional $2,448.00 of Federally sponsored aid under the
President's Safe Streets Act and The Omnibus Crime Con-
trol Act. This money is to be used in the Chesterfield Police
Dept. for new Statewide radio communications changeover
now being adopted by all local Town, County and State
Police Agencies for a municipal four channel system, there-
by phasing out all present separate frequency systems. Vote
declared by the Moderator to be carried in the affirmative.
Article 17. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Clifford E. Chickering and supported by Arvid W. Pearson
to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to remove
stumps, grade, seed and build an approach road between
Route 63 and the access road to the Morris Friedsam Ceme-
tery. The location of this proposed work is on a portion of
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the land westerly of Route 63 near the top of "Wetherbee
Hill", and deeded to the Town in 1940. Vote declared by the
Moderator to be carried in the affirmative.
Article 18. Motion made by Winston H. Cray and sup-
ported by Arvid Pearson to raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $18,000.00 to purchase a new fire truck to replace
the 1946 Ford truck in the center station. $4,000.00 to be
raised this year and the balance in long term notes of $3,500
per year for 4 years. After discussion voted by voice vote on
motion made by H. Claude Mowry and supported by Richard
Louis to amend the Article and to raise the sum of $3,500
to be set aside as a Capital Reserve Fund for future pur-
chase. The Moderator declared the "No's" had it and the
amendment did not carry. Voted by voice vote on the origi-
nal motion which also was carried by the "No's" and there-
fore did not pass.
Article 19. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Robert Mills and supported by Peter Petschik to raise and
appropriate the sum of $100.00 to the Monadnock Region
Humane Society, which services the community of Chester-
field in many ways and is supported almost by donations.
Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried in the affirm-
ative.
Article 20. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Harry E. Winn and supported by Robert Woodman to pass
over this Article which concerned raising and appropriat-
ing an amount equal to 20 cents per capita to help support
the work of the Monadnock Health and Welfare Council.
This Article was not approved by the Budget Committee.
Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried in the affirm-
ative and therefore passed over.
Article 21. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Robert Woodman and supported by Russell Johnson to pass
over this Article which concerned raising and appropriat-
ing the sum of $450.00 to buy street signs to be installed at
street intersections where needed. The signs to be installed
by the West Chesterfield Fire Department. This Article
was not recommended by the Budget Committee. The Mod-
erator declared the vote carried in the affirmative and was
passed over.
Article 22. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Donald Emery and supported by Russell C. Johnson to pass
over this Article which concerned raising and appropria-
ting the sum of'$84.00 to install street lights near the resi-
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dence of Allen Grimes and the residence of Frederick Raw-
lings. Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried in the
affirmative and therefore passed over. This Article was
not recommended by the Budget Committee.
Article 23. Motion made by R. Willard Beebe and sup-
ported by Winford Chickering to pass over this Article
which concerned accepting Wildwood Road, off the North
Shore Road, in Wildwood Acres of the George Joslin devel-
opment as accepted by the Planning Board when required
buildings are erected. After a great deal of discussion a vote
to limit discussion was carried in the affirmative. A voice
vote on the first motion was carried in the affirmative and
the Article was passed over.
Article 24. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Harry E. Winn and supported by Russell Johnson to pass
over this Article was carried in the negative. Voted by
voice vote on motion made by George Marrow and support-
ed by H. Claude Mowry to accept a deed from Spofford
Associates, Inc., deeding an 800-foot gravel road leading
from Route 9, presently known as Wellington Drive, and
providing access to three residences. Vote declared by the
Moderator to be carried in the affirmative.
Article 10. Motion made by Robert Mills and support-
ed by Arvid Pearson to raise and appropriate the sum of
$17,000.00 for winter maintenance of Roads. After discus-
sion, voted by voice vote on motion made by Robert Wood-
man and supported by Donald Emery to amend the Article
and raise $17,500.00 instead of $17,000.00 for winter main-
tenance of roads. Vote declared by the Moderator to be car-
ried in the affirmative. Voted by voice vote on the adoption
of the Article as amended. Vote declared by the Moderator
to be carried in the affirmative.
Article 11. Motion made by Robert Woodman and sup-
ported by Peter Petschik to amend this Article and raise
and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 for summer mainte-
nance of roads. The Moderator called for a show of hands
to decide the vote. This resulted in YES 71, and NO 51. The
Moderator declared the amendment carried in the affirma-
tive and the amendment adopted. The ARTICLE as amended
was declared carried in the affirmative.
Article 25. Motion made by Wayne Winn and support-
ed by Gabrielle Basso to accept the so-called Twin Brook
Road from Route 9 to Route 63 opposite the residence of
Imogene Chickering as being Residential District No. 1. The
Moderator asked shall debate be limited? This was carried
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in the affirmative. Voted by voice vote on the motion as
read. Vote declared by the Moderator to be carried in the
affirmative.
Article 26. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
Arvid Pearson and supported by William Mitchell to trans-
fer jurisdiction of the following roads to the Department of
Resources and Economic Development. All of the Winchester
to Chesterfield Road from the Town Line north to the
Horseshoe Road, and all of the Horseshoe Road lying inside
of the properties acquired for the Pisgah Wilderness State
Park. A total of 2.6 miles. Vote declared by the Moderator to
be carried in the affirmative.
Article 27. Motion made by Arvid Pearson and sup-
ported by Henry Chickering, Jr. to discontinue the following
roads:
A. That portion of No. 105 from Winchester Town Line
northerly about 400 feet to that portion discontinued
in 1945.
B. That portion of No. 107 at the Swanzey Town Line to
the junction of No. 80.
C. That portion of No. 83, one hundred feet easterly from
the residence of Richard Wood to No. 80 or West
Swanzey Road so-called.
D. That portion of No. 78 north easterly 100 feet beyond
the residence of Fritz Richter to the junction of No.
122.
E. That portion of No. Ill at Hulsander's Camp north
easterly to Westmoreland Town Line.
F. That portion of No. 61 from a pin in the road at the
entrance of the sugar house, so-called, of Priscilla
Wright to the Westmoreland Town Line.
Voted by voice vote on motion made by Clifford Chickering
and supported by Richard Shepard to amend the ARTICLE
and eliminate F from the motion. Vote declared carried in
the affirmative. After a great deal of discussion, motion
made by Harry Winn and supported by Russell Johnson to
amend the Article and eliminate "Discontinue" and add
"subject to gates and bars." This was carried in the af-
firmative. Winston Cray stated that these road numbers
are taken from a State Highway map of the Town of Ches-
terfield for the year of 1956.
Article 28. Voted by voice vote on motion made by
George Marrow and supported by Charles Storms that
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Article 28 through 36 all be accepted by the Town. Vote
declared by the Moderator to be carried in the affirmative.
These are as follows:
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to accept from
the Chesterfield Cemetery Commission the following: The
sum of $50.00 to be known as the Russell W. Davis, Sr.
Trust Fund; the sum of $50.00 to be known as the Leo and
Emma Short Trust Fund; the sum of $100.00 to be known as
the Burt Trust Fund and the sum of $50.00 to be known as
the B. C. Pierstorff Trust Fund. The income from said
funds to be paid to Chesterfield Cemetery Commission for
perpetual care in Spofford Village Cemetery Annex. Accept-
ed.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to accept from
the Chesterfield Cemetery Commission: The sum of $25.00
from Marian Mitchener; the sum of $200.00 from Carl &
Margaret Johnson and the sum of $200.00 from James &
Dorothy O'Neil. The above funds to establish a single Trust
Fund for the Morris Friedsam Cemetery. The income to
be paid to Chesterfield Cemetery Commission and allocated
to the Morris Friedsam Cemetery for care and upkeep. Ac-
cepted.
Article 30. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
lot, $2.00 for each additional lot, $1.00 for each notice, in the
Walter C. Hurford Trust Fund. Income from same to be for
the perpetual care of the Walter C. Hurford lot in Spofford
Village Cemetery. Accepted
Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $150,00 from Winifred Cray. The income from same
to be paid to the Chesterfield West Cemetery Association
for the perpetual care of the Frank H. & Margaret B. Watts
lot and to be known as the Frank H. & Margaret B. Watts
Trust Fund. Accepted.
Article 32. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $200.00 from the Estate of Ethel A. Butler. Income
from same to be paid to the C. W. C. A. for perpetual care
of the George Butler lot 107-108 in Chesterfield West Cem-
etery. Accepted.
Article 33. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $200.00 from James G. Mead to be added to Trust
Fund for care of Converse Mead Cemetery. Income to be
used for care of said cemetery. Accepted.
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $100.00 from Winston Cray to be added to the D.
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Homer Cray & Winston Cray Trust Fund. Income to be paid
to C. W. C. A. for care of said lot in Chesterfield WestCem-
etery. Accepted.
Article 35. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $100.00 from Mrs. Matthew Littmann. The income
from same to be paid to the Chesterfield West Cemetery
Association for perpetual care of the Matthew Littmann Lot
No. 128 in Chesterfield West Cemetery and to be known as
the Matthew Littmann Trust Fund. Accepted.
Article 36. To see if the Town will to accept the sum
of $50.00 from Esther Carey. The income from same to be
paid to the C. W. C. A, for perpetual care of the Emroy
Carey lot No. 37 in Chesterfield West Cemetery and to be
known as the Emroy & Esther Carey Trust Fund. Accepted.
Article 37 Voted by voice vote on motion made by Joan
Storms and supported by Ann Stokes to reopen Article 5
for an additional appropriation and raise the amount for
Health to include a sum for Mental Health. Vote declared
by the Moderator to be in the negative.
Motion made by H. Claude Mowry and supported by
Wayne Winn that the Selectmen be asked to enter an
Article in next year's warrant "To see if the Town will vote
to have a professional group evaluate the property of the
Town and vote to appropriate sufficient funds to pay for
such evaluation." The vote on this motion to be by written
ballot. The vote resulted as follows: "YES" had 31 and
"NO" 56. The Moderator declared the vote carried in the
negative.
Under this Article George Marrow made the following
announcement:
The last meeting of the Planning Board on March 3, 1971
voted to recommend to the next meeting of the Planning
Board that a fee schedule be adopted for applications for
subdivision of land, namely, $10.00 initial fee to cover one
lot, $2.00 for each additional lot, $1.00 for each notice, in the
two newspapers, three to post and to each abbutor.
Winston Cray announced that someone is interested in the
Bulldozer which is not being used. Voted by voice vote on
motion made by George Marrow and supported by Robert
Mills to authorize the Selectmen to sell it and any equipment
which is not being used. Vote declared by the Moderator to
be carried in the affirmative.
Voted by voice vote on motion made by Lawrence Thomas
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and supported by Wayne Winn that the Chairman of the
Selectmen appoint a three man committee to assist in the
purchase of the new Town Grader. Vote declared by the
Moderator to be carried in the affirmative.
No other business appearing the Moderator declared the
Polls closed and a count of ballots cast resulted as follows:
Total number of names on checklist 901
Total number of Ballots cast 239
For Town Clerk. Imogene L. Chickering had 235 votes and
Prudence Mitchell had 2 votes. Imogene L. Chickering was
declared elected.
For Selectman. Winston H. Cray had 214 votes, Robert Mills
had 2 votes and there were 8 who received one vote each.
Winston H. Cray was declared elected.
For Town Treasurer. Paul M. Penning had 229 votes and
two others each received one vote. Paul M. Penning was de-
clared elected.
For Tax Collector. Margaret A. Johnson received 236 votes
and was declared elected.
For Fireward. Winston H. Cray had 218 votes and there
were six scattered votes. Winston H. Cray was declared
elected.
For Auditors. Ann M. Knickerbocker had 205 votes, Pru-
dence S. Mitchell had 214 votes, George Marrow had 1 vote.
Ann M. Knickerbocker and Prudence S. Mitchell were de-
clared elected.
For Budget Committee. Harry E. Winn had 216 votes, Bruce
W. Gauthier had 13 votes, Shirley G. Bevis had 13 votes,
Carl A. Johnson had 8 votes, Arvid W. Pearson had 8 votes,
William Mitchell had 7 votes, Robert Woodman had 6 votes,
Paul M. Penning had 5 votes, R. Willard Beebe had 6 votes,
Kenneth Wiggin had 5 votes, Gerald Knickerbocker had 4
votes, Lawrence Chickering had 3 votes. Glen B. Chickering
had 3 votes, George E. Joslin had 3 votes, Winford Chick-
ering had 3 votes, Audrey C. Ericson had 3 votes, Geraldine
Huse had 3 votes, Robert Callahan had 3 votes, sixteen
others had 2 votes each and forty others each had 1 vote.
Harry E. Winn, Bruce W. Gauthier and Shirley G. Bevis
were declared elected.
For Trustee of Trust Funds. Warren G. Allen had 11 votes,
Carl A Johnson had 6 votes, George Marrow had 5 votes,
Paul M. Penning had 4 votes, Beatrice Chickering had 3
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votes, ]\Iary Webb had 3 votes. Jane Allen, George Joslin,
Otto Schlichting', and William Mitchell each had 2 votes and
sixteen others each had 1 vote. Warren G. Allen was declared
elected.
For Sexton. Raymond B. Chickering had 30 votes. Otto S.
S< jilichting had 12 votes, John Nurse had 2 votes and eight
otiieis each had 1 vote. Raymond B. Chickering was de-
clared elected.
For- Spofford Constable. Peter Petschik had 216 votes, Arvid
Pearson had 6 votes, John McKeon had 3 votes and Kenneth
wiggin and Herman Finkenstadt each had 1 vote. Peter
Petschik was declared elected.
For Center Constable. Robert T. Mills, Jr. had 235 votes and
was declared elected.
For West Chesterfield Constable. Lester M. Chickering had
164 votes, James E. Leahy had 64 votes and Hadley E. Winn







BUDGET OF THE TOWN
SOURCES OF REVENUE
Estimated Actual V.M . l?ov.
Revenue Revenue Fr,-ir.Dg
Previous Previous Fisi.i! Year
Fiscal Year Fiscal Year 11)72 (72-73)
FROM STATE
Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Highway Subsidy
Meals and Rooms Tax
Reimbursement a-c
State and Federal Forest Lands
For Fighting Forest Fires
Reimbursement a-c Old Age Assist
FROM LOCAL SOURCES
Dog Licenses
Bus. Licenses, Permits, Filing Fees
Fines- Forfeits, Mun. and Dist. Court
Rent of Town Hall. Other Buildings
Interest Received on Taxes
Income from Trust Funds
Highway, Including Rental of Equip.
Fire
Interest Received on Investments
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Withdrawals, Capital Reserve Funds
AMOUNT RAISED BY





FROM LOCAL TAXES. OTHER
THAN PROPERTY TAXES
Resident Taxes Retained
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
TOTAL Revenues from All Sources









Expenses, Town Hall, Other Bldgs.







Moth Extermination, Blister Rust























Memorial Day, Vets. Associations
Veterans' Aid
RECREATION





Advertising and Regional Assocs.
INTEREST ON. DEBT
On Temporary Loans















This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is correct to the
best of our knowledge and belief.
We hereby request that the tax commission compute the







Town Officers' Salaries $ 5,220.00
Town Office Administrative Expenses 4,100.00
Election and Registration Expenses 3,000.00
Municipal Court Expenses 1,800.00
Town Hall and Buildings Maintenance 2,000.00
Social Security and Retirement Contributions 1,500.00
Police Department 3,000.00
Fire Dep't. $5,200, Forest Fires $1,000 6,200.00
Blister Rust, Moth Ext. and Care of Trees 150.00
Insurance 2,800.00
Planning and Zoning 500.00
Damages and Legal Expenses
Dog Damage $200, Other $300 500.00
Civilian Defense 100.00
Health Dep't. $600, Hospitals $1,002 1,602.00
Humane Society 100.00
Dump and Garbage Collection 1,500.00
Town Maintenance, Summer $30,000
Winter $17,500 47,500.00
Street Lighting 3,300.00
General Expenses of Highway Dep't. 4,000.00
Town Road Aid 1,557.93
Libraries 1,200.00
Old Age Assistance 4,500.00
Public Relief, Town Poor $2,500
Veterans' Aid $1,000.00 3,500.00
Memorial Day, Vets. Assoc, Old Home Day 200.00
Parks, Playgrounds and Band Concerts 400.00
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Cemeteries 877.35
Advertising and Regional Associations 650.00
New Construction, Roads 3,000.00
State Aid, Police Radios 825.00
Construction, Joab Wetherbee Cemetery Area 1,000.00
New Equipment, Grader 27,500.00
Payment on Debt, Principal $1,400,
Interest $2,700 4,100.00
Capital Reserve Fund 7,000.00
Contingency Fund, Open Space Program 1,000.00
TOTAL Town Appropriations $146,182.28
LESS: ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS
Interest and Dividends Tax $ 16,799.00
Savings Bank Tax 1,056.00
Meals and Rooms Tax 7,960.00
Reimbursement a/c State and Federal Lands 3,000.00
Reimbursement a/c Forest Fires 150.00
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 100.00
Interest Received on Taxes and Deposits 3,500.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 50.00
Dog Licenses 600.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 21,000.00
Rent of Town Property and Equipment 200.00
Income from Trust Funds 877.35
National Bank Stock Taxes 192.80
Resident Taxes Retained 5,137.00
Surplus 3,500.00
Other Revenue:
Grader Notes Authorized 18,000.00
Highway Subsidy 10,045.00
Grader Capital Reserve Fund 6,000.00
TOTAL Revenues and Credits $ 98,167.15
Net Town Appropriations $ 48,015.13
Net School Appropriations 355,123.36
County Tax Assessment 26,079.28
TOTAL of Town, School and County $429,217.77
Deduct: Reimb. a/c Property Exemption 5,832.00
Add: War Service Tax Credits 9,950.00
Add: Overlay 7,425.98
Property Taxes to be Raised $440,761.75
Gross Property Taxes $440,761.75
Gross Precinct Taxes 8,594.65
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TOTAL
39 Females @ $5.00 195.00
3 Kennels @ $12.00 36.00
1 Kennel @ $20.00 20.00
1 Guide Dog Free
4 Part time licenses 5.00
54 Penalties @ $1.00 54.00
$688.00
TOTAL for Dogs $ 701.34
Automobile Permits:
For Year 1970 65 Permits $ 649.59
For Year 1971 1778 Permits 22,978.01
For Year 1972 16 Permits 293.06
TOTAL for Auto Permits $23,920.66




Clerks Fees for Issuing
240 Dog Licenses @ $0.20 $ 48.00
Paid to Treasurer, Dog Licenses 653.34
Paid to Treasurer, Auto Permits 23,817.57
Paid to Treasurer, Filing Fees 9.00
Paid to Treasurer, Parking Fines 19.00
TOTAL Payments $24,546.91




SUMMARY OF INVENTORY VALUATION
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is correct to the









Town of Chesterfield in Cheskire County
Description of Property
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is correct to the










In Hands of Treasurer $281,867.86
In Hands of Officials 1,673.92
Capital Reserve Funds
School Fund 480.63
World War II Memorial 230.55
Purchase of Highway Equipment 14,917.55
Purchase of Fire Equipment 134.53
Accounts Due Town
Due from State:
Forest Fires $150.00, Gas Tax $153.00 303.00
Highway Construction, Unexpended Bal. 1,299.95
Park Land Acquisition Reimbursement 3,041.50
Highway Equipment Rental 1,119.70
Bounties 7.00
Other Bills Due Town
School District 38.50
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1970 7,080.50
Levy of 1969 2,584.83
Previous Years 2,865.02
Uncollected Taxes
Levy of 1971, Incl. Resident Taxes 41,852.08
Levy of 1970 92.34
Levy of 1969 295.93
Previous Years 1,017.82
State Head Tax, Previous Years 155.00
TOTAL Assets $361,058.21
Current Surplus (Deficit) Dec. 31, 1970 28,518.24
Current Surplus (Deficit) Dec. 31, 1971 38,767.91
Increase-Decrease of Surplus (Deficit) 10,249.67
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Liabilities
Accounts Owed by Town:
Bills Outstanding $ 1,008.50
Unexpended Bal. of Special Appropriations 9,733.11
Due to State:
Resident Taxes, 1971 (State's Share)
Uncollected 926.55
Collected, Not Remitted $1,208.25 2,134.80
2% Bond and Debt Retirmente Taxes
Uncollected $14.64
Collected, Not Remitted $12.68 27.32
School District (s) Tax(es) Payable 270,123.36
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Keene National Bank, 3 Notes
at $1,400.00 Payable 72, '73, '74 4,200.00
Keene National Bank, 4 Notes
at $4,500.00 Payable '72, '73, '74, '75 18,000.00
TOTAL Accounts Owed by Town $305,227.09
State and Town Highway Const. Accounts
Unexpended Bal. in State Treasury 1,299.95






From Local Taxes: Collected and Remitted
Property Taxes, Current Year 1971 $386,278.21
Resident Taxes, Current Year 1971 7,271.00
National Bank Stock Taxes, Cur. Year 1971 192.80
Yield Taxes, Current Year 1971 76.07
Total Current Year's Taxes Remitted 393,818.08
Property Taxes, Yield Taxes, Previous Years 36,467.91
Poll Taxes, Previous Years 306.00
State Head Tax, Previous Years 1,005.00
Interest Received on Delinquent Taxes 1,488.20
Penalties, State Head Taxes, Resident Taxes 92.50
Tax Sales Redeemed 8,136.62
From State:
For Town Road Aid, Reimbursement 4,310.23
Highway Subsidy 10,045.82
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Interest and Dividends Tax 16,799.16
Police Radios 2,448.00
Savings Bank Tax 1,056.04
Reimbursement, State and Federal Lands 332.42
State E. E. A. 1,188.00
Fighting Forest Fires 20.00
Reimbursement, Motor Vehicle Road Toll 157.50
Reimbursement, Old Age Assistance 45.00
Bounties 6.50
Meals and Room Tax 8,028.39
Reimbursement, Business Profits Tax 5,832.63
From Local Sources, Except Taxes
Dog Licenses 653.34
Business Licenses, Permits, Filing Fees 66.00
Fines and Forfeits, Municipal & District Court 19.00
Rent of Town Property 755.00
Interest Received on Deposits 1,794.48
Income from Departments 215.50
Motor Vehicle Permits
1970 $649.59, 1971 $22,874.94, 1972 $293.06 23,817.59




Town Officers' Salaries $ 5,220.00
Town Officers' Expenses 3,829.71
Election and Registration Expenses 2,841.85
Municipal and District Court Expenses 1,859.00
Expenses Town Hall, Other Buildings 1,789.79




Moth Extermination, Blister Rust, Tree Care 150.00




Health Dept., Hospitals, Ambulance 1,347.00
Town Dump and Garbage Removal 1,056.12
Highways and Bridges:
T. R. A. 6,375.35
Town Maintenance
Sivnmer $28,835.57, Winter $22,571.93 51,407.50
Street Lighting 3,237.12
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General Expenses of Highway Dept.
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds 7,000.00
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
Resident Taxes Paid State Treasurer 2,074.50
State Head Taxes Paid State Treasurer 1,920.00
2% Bond and Debt Retirement Taxes 37.46
Taxes Paid to County 26,079.28
Resident Tax Ac./Min. 280.21
Payments to School Districts
1970 Tax $212,187.22, 1971 Tax $5000.00 297,187.22
TOTAL Payments for all Purposes $615,759.82
Cash on Hand December 31, 1971 234,361.95
GRAND TOTAL $850,121.77
Schedule of Long Term Indebtedness
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Fire Truck, 3 Notes
at $1,400.00 payable '72, '73, '74 $ 4,200.00
Grader 4 Notes
at $4,500.00 payable '72, '73, '74, '75 $18,000.00
TOTAL Long Term Indebtedness $22,200.00
Reconciliation of Outstanding Long Term Indebtedness
Outstanding Long Term Debt $ 5,600.00
Long Term Notes Issued, 4 at $4,500.00 18,000.00
Long Term Notes Paid 1,400.00
Outstanding Long Term Debt $22,200.00
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 50,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 5,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 15,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 3,000.00
Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 3,500.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 11,000.00
Equipment 36,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 10,000.00
Equipment 40,000.00
Materials and Supplies 1,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 10,000.00
Lands and Buildings Acquired through Tax Deeds
Fordrung Lot 50.00
Cook Wood Lot 300.00
Cook Land 50.00
Rowe Land 50.00
Leclair Barn Lot 200.00
Shadowland Lot No. 34 100.00
Shadowland Lot No. 44 100.00
Four Corners Lot 300.00
TOTAL $185,650.00
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REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
January I, 1971 to December 31, 1971
Receipts
Margaret A. Johnson, Tax Collector
Property, Poll and Interest 1969-70 $ 38,185.14
Head Tax and Penalities 1969-70 1,103.00
Property and Interest 1971 391,800.65
Resident Tax 7,271.00
Yield Tax 76.07




Spofford Fire District 110.00
Raymond Roberts 55.23
3TAL
Less Payments 1971 715,759.82
BALANCE Jan. 1, 1972 $234,361.95
On Deposit:
Walpole Savings Bank $ 1,462.15
Keene Savings Bank 10,557.16
C. C. S. Bank 211.77




This is to certify that we have examined the records of
the Selectmen, Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Tax Collector,
Trustee of Trust Funds, Spofford Fire Precinct Treasurer,
and Chesterfield Cemetery Association, and find they fairly
reflect the recorded transactions for which they are respon-





DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES
1. Town Officers' Salaries
Clifford E. Chickering, Selectman $1,695.00
George E. Joslin 550.00
Winston H. Cray 925.00
Imogene L. Chickering, Town Clerk 200.00
Paul M. Penning, Town Treasurer 650.00
Margaret A. Johnson, Tax Collector 900.00
Warren G. Allen, Treasurer of Trustees 300.00
TOTAL $5,220.00
2. Town Officers* Expenses
Clifford E. Chickering $ 557.78
George E. Joslin 490.10
Winston H. Cray 437.50
Imogene L. Chickering 15.00
Paul M. Penning 50.00
Margaret A. Johnson, Postage Stamps 131.00
Warren G. Allen 150.00
Ann Knickerbocker, Audit and Supplies 145.60
Prudence Mitchell, Audit 140.00
Beatrice M. Chickering, Clerical 86.00
Linda Yeaw, P. T. A. Calendar 5.00
Lawrence Chickering, Listing Property 5.00
Tom Doyle, Services 15.00
Howard B. Lane, Deeds 21.50
Phyllis J. Parker, Register Probate List 1.00
D. Reed Chaplin, Mortgage List 147.00
Rena M. Houle, Register Transfers 224.34
Chase's, Inc., Office Supplies 71.05
Melvin's I. G. A. Store, Stamps 75.00
Bergeron's Insurance Agency, Officers' Bonds 448.00
Bettina B. Adams, Town Clerks' Assoc. Dues 6.00
Association of N. H. Assessors, Dues 5.00
N. H. Tax Collectors' Association, Dues 5.00
Ethel Mills, Envelopes and Stamps 92.47
Tax Meeting and Census Pay Rolls 202.76
Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc., Vouchers 63.30
Homestead Press, Tax Bills and Envelopes 65.70
Treasurer State of N. H., Boat Inventory 21.00
New England Telephone 118.28
Mill's Mini Market, Supplies 1.33
N. H. Municipal Assoc. Collector's Book 3.00
Keene National Bank, Vault Rent 30.00
TOTAL $3,829.71
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3. Election and Registration
Candlelight Press, Inc., Town Reports
Town Meeting Pay Roll
Marie Joslin, Treasurer W. S. C. S. Dinners
Sentinel Printing Co., Inventories
Winston H. Cray, Town Report
Stacy Press, Check Lists
Henry C. Chickering, Supervisor
Shirley G. Bevis, Supervisor
G. C. Knickerbocker, Supervisor
TOTAL































Lester M. Chickering, Constable $ 326.73
Robert T. Mills, Jr., Constable 1088.74
Peter Petschik, Constable 936.75
So. Western N. H. Mutual Aid, Dues and Listing 10.80
Benner Electric Service, Inc., Radio Service 52.31
Treasurer State of N. H., Signs 84.75
Pat Simonds, Police Work 10.00
Mill's Mini Market 13.93
Helen Brown, Witness 2.50
Robert White, Deputy 5.00
Douglas Adams, Deputy 5.00
Dick Brown, Deputy 38.75
TOTAL $2,575.26
6. Fire Department
Barrows Coal Co. Inc., Oil $ 444.92
Brattleboro Sand and Gravel, Ready Mix 129.88
Angell's Auto Service 182.85
New England Telephone 92.85
Dompier Electric 10.37
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Brattleboro Roofing Co. 3.00
Wayne Winn 11.00
D. G. Adams 87.30
D. D. Bean & Sons, Adapter 136.26
Bush's Store, Gasoline 79.92
Benner Electric Service, Radio Service 409.21
Lawrence M. Chickering, Trucking 28.00
Public Service Co. 223.48
Mort Davis, Truck and Back Hoe 80.50
Carl Johnson, Treasurer C. F. D., Pay Roll 362.50
Maurice Wisell, Treasurer, W. C. F. D., Pay Roll 1,267.50
Bacon's Mobil Station 27.07
Shermans Store 5.60
Bergevin's Truck Sales, Inc. 20.78
Melvin's I. G. A. Store, Gas and Supplies 79.92
Frank Morrison, Rent 24.00
Mill's Mini Market 19.75
Peerless Insurance Co. 321.75
Red Circle 13.05
Harry E. Winn & Sons, Inc. 40.80
Bruce Gauthier 1-59
So. Western Mutual Aid 26.60
TOTAL $4,130.45
7. Forest Fire
Arvid W. Pearson, Forest Fire Warden
Gilsum Training Meeting, Pay Roll $ 67.67
Edgar Road Fire, Pay Roll 46.60
Gulf Road Fire, Pay Roll 64.39
Maple Lane Fire, Pay Roll 61.24
Edgar Road Fire, Pay Roll 46.86
West Swanzey Fire, Pay Roll 68.44
Hubner Bros., Inc., Dump Fire-line 60.00
TOTAL $ 415.20
8. Special Articles
General Electric, Radio Com. Changeover $ 3,210.36
R. C. Hazelton, Inc., New Grader 24,373.29
Cheshire County Humane Society 100.00
TOTAL $27,683.65
9. Health Department Including Hospitals
Agnes B. Chickering, Health Officer $ 325.00
Treasurer, Elliot Community Hospital 1,002.00
Marilyn Underwood, Signs 20.00
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Town Dump, Pay Roll 1,056.12
TOTAL $2,403.12
10. Blister Rust Control
Treasurer, State of N. H. $ 150.00
TOTAL
Margaret Dittrich, Secretary 36.00
Howard Lane, Attorney 113.10
TOTAL
17. Highways and Bridges




Public Service Co. 43.45
Arvid W. Pearson 162.56
TOTAL
30. Damage anJ Legal
Robert T. Mills, Jr., Dog Constable
Cheshire County Humane Society
Kerrianne Mills, Typing





Alvin Davis, Foreman $ 3,010.00
Clinton Davis, Driver and Equipment 2,221.00
Frank Dean, Driver 2,690.00
Thomas Dean, Driver and Equipment 2,244.23
John Dean, Driver 33.75
Frederick Melvin, Driver 130.50
Kim Mitchell, Labor 18.70
Joseph Baldwin, Labor 79.75
Edwin Johndre, Labor 172.30
David Johndre, Labor 185.30
Wayne Rawsen, Labor 10.20
Kenneth Clough, Labor 13.60
Andrew Zuverino, Labor 532.50
Harold Parker, Labor 13.60
Russell Stoddard, Truck and Fuel 625.71
Bergervin's Truck Sales, Inc. Truck Repairs 38.64
R. C. Fisher, Inc., Diesel Fuel 489.46
The Chemical Corp., Salt 6,983.66
Jordan-Milton Machinery, Inc., Parts 134.00
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc., Parts 102.01
Curtis Industries, Inc., Supplies 20.95
International Salt Co., Salt 1,170.23
Katherine Post, Sand 199.80
B-B Chain Co., Chains 235.20
Merriam-Graves Corp., Acetylene 19.00
R. C. Hazelton Co., Inc., Parts 28.24
David Adams, Truck 85.50
New England Explosives Corp., Cable 11.20
Texas Refinery Corp., Grease 40.69
Robert E. Dunklee & Sons, Steel 15.40
Barrows Coal Co., Inc., Gas and Oil 475.06
Share Corp., Supplies 8.55
Columbian Steel Co., Inc., Snowplow Blades 481.25
Lawrence Thomas, Gravel 46.20
Angell's Auto Service, Inc., Parts 2.37
Bush's Store, Supplies 3.38
TOTAL $22,571.93
Detailed Summer Maintenance
Alvin Davis, Foreman, Equip, and Supplies $ 4,606.48
Clinton Davis, Driver, Equip and Posts 3,005.00
Frank Dean, Driver and Supplies 2,765.95
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Dennis Neilson, Labor and Equip. 36.80
Frederick Melvin, Driver 54.00
Andrew Zuverino, Labor 731.20
Joseph Baldwin, Labor 23.80
Leland Fox, Labor 88.40
Imogene Chickering, Gravel 169.80
Russell Stoddard, Truck and Fuel 1,071.05
Lawrence Thomas, Gravel and Culverts 1,719.90
R. C. Fisher, Inc. Diesel Fuel 834.59
Bergevin's Truck Sales, Inc., Truck Parts 254.31
Katherine Post, Sand and Gravel 556.50
Jordan-Milton Machinery, Inc., Parts 178.88
Cold River Hot Mix Corp., Cold Patch 419.64
Northeastern Culvert Corp., Culverts 66.34
Barrows Coal Co., Inc., Gas and Oil 1,471.35
Smead Lumber, Plywood 19.84
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc., Parts 316.62
R. C. Haelton Co., Inc., 211.73
Mills Mini Mart, Supplies .96
Melvin's I. G. A. Store, Supplies 60.91
Texas Refinery Corp., Grease 169.05
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, Inc., Chloride 1,096.00
Leslie Hadlock, Gravel 26.40
R. N. Johnson Supplies 17.30
John J. Hudson, Inc., Tar 7,468.66
Donald Blood, Stone 16.80
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc., Broom Rental 42.50
Brattleboro Tire Service, Inc., Tires, Repairs 331.84
Taylor Rental, Equipment Rental 12.00
Clifford B. Amidon, Filing Brushcutter Saws 8.00
Town of Walpole, Highway Dept., Broom Rental 42.50
B.-B. Chain, Chains 33.50
Hubner Brothers, Backhoe 315.00
Dr. David Baldwin, Gravel 43.20
Bush's Store, Supplies 7.85
Angell's Auto Service, Parts and Supplies 42.33
Columbian Steel Co., Inc., Grader Blades, Belts 455.10
Merriam Graves Corp., Acetylene 12.07
M. S. Perkins Machine Co., Inc., Repairs 10.00
American Chain Link Fence Co., Steel Fence 21.42
$28,835.57
Road Improvement, Edgar Road
Alvin Davis, Foreman $ 70.00
Clinton Davis, Driver 65.00
Frank Dean, Driver 150.00
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Frederick Melvin, Driver 60.75
Katherine Post, Gravel 240.00




Ra5anond S. Roberts, Inc. Truck Repairs $1,119.57
R. C. Hazelton Co., Inc., Parts 263.67
R &M Supplies, Inc., Paint Sprayer 94.18
Taylor Rental Center, Equipment Rental 22.50
Jordan-Milton Machinery, Inc. Parts 173.94
$1,673.86
Dump
Thomas Dean, Dozer $ 10.00
Katherine Post, Gravel 39.60
Imogene Chickering, Gravel 52.20
Frank Dean, Driver and Gravel 513.15
Smead Lumber Co.. Plywood 9.92
Clinton Davis , Driver 190.00
Frederick Melvin. Driver 20.25
Alvin Davis, Signs 21.00
$ 856.12
CEMETERY COMMISSION
FINANCIAL REPORT JAN. 1 TO DEC. 31, 1971
Receipts
Town, Income from E. Hubbard Fund $ 877.35
Jack Gold, lot in M. Friedsam Cemetery 300.00
Jack Gold, Boundary Markers Installed 40.00
George E. and Hazel Aldrich, lot Friedsam Gem. 75.00
George E. and Hazel Aldrich, Corner Markers 40.00
Town Trustees, Income from E. Hubbard Fund 837.24
Town Trustees, Reimbursed for Perpetual Care 758.00
Town Trustees, Income for Perpetual Care 113.78
Vermont Bank & Trust Co., Interest on Deposit 227.23
TOTAL RECEIPTS $3,268.60
Balance Jan. 1, 1971 5,500.68
GRAND TOTAL $8,769.28
Payments
General Maintenance, R. B, Chickering, Sexton $ 831.56
M. Friedsam Cemetery, Reimbursed for Markers 80.00
M. Friedsam Cemetery, New Trust Funds 250.00
Maintenance of Perpetual Care Lots 768.20
Maint. of Perpetual Care Lots Friedsam Gem. 24.10
Maint. of Perpetual Care Lots Spofford annex Gem. 79.48
TOTAL PAYMENTS $2,033.34





REPORT OF BUILDING INSPECTOR
In 1971 thirteen New Home Permits were issued, this is
a drop of four from 1970.
No permits for summer cottages were issued in 1971.
As expected, mobile homes have started to move into
Chesterfield. Seven permits were issued for new mobile
homes in 1971.
One permit was issued for a large commercial garage in





Walter Hard in Rutland Herald
Folks always seem
To feel the urge
To kick out the rascals
In one grand purge . .
.
Just before Town Meetin'.
No matter how hard
An official labors
He's generally suspected
By most of his neighbors . .
.
Just before Town Meetin'.
Charges from shirking
To stealing will range
When all that they want
Is merely a change . .
.
Just before Town Meetin'.
But the minute a man
Is secure by election
They forget all the things
That urged his rejection . .
.
Just before Town Meetin'.
Horns and a tail
We can plainly see sprout
But nobody's passing
Halos about ...
Just before Town Meetin'.
Now that it's over
We'll bury our axes
To rest till next year
When we'll howl about taxes
Just before Town Meetin'.
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REPORT OF CHESTERFIELD LIBRARY
1971
The year 1971 has seen a continuation of added services
for our patrons. In the fall a telephone was installed. This
will mean that books may now be renewed by phone and
questions answered, A play corner has been added in the
adult room for small children. Toys work miracles to keep
small ones content while Mother and Dad browse for books.
Our collection is increasing. Two hundred four adult books
and 163 children's books were purchased. We are able to of-
fer current books for your enjoyment. Those we can't pro-
vide can usually be provided through the services of the
bookmobile. The many books that are given as gifts make it
possible for us to cover more subjects.
There was an increase in circulation: Adult 2889; Non-
Fiction 1007; Children 4559. Total 8455. This is an increase
of 780 books.
The services we offer can only be of value as the people
of Chesterfield use the library.
Through books we grow and go; though we stand still.
Edith Darling
TRUSTEES OF CHESTERFIELD LIBRARY
Receipts
Balance on Hand Jan. 1, 1971 $ 511.55
Town Appropriation 1,200.00
Gift from Barrows Coal Co., Inc. 100.00
Gift from Patricia Simonds 10.00
Refund, Lost Books 12.35
Transferred from Savings Account 800.00
TOTAL $2,633.50
Expenditures
State of New Hampshire, Lost Books $ 17.70
Edith Darling, Salary 558.40
Cynthia Houghton, Asst., Salary 56.00
Jane Dean Asst., Salary 17.60
Winston H. Cray, Custodian 25.00
Paul M. Penning, Lawns 32.50
Harry E. Winn & Sons, Inc., Repair Lights 40.24





Balance on Hand Dec. 31, 1971 $ 435.68
Cash on Hand Jan. 1, 1972 435.68
Income from Trust Funds for 1971 859.32
Balance in Ashuelot National Bank 374.45
Balance in Cheshire County Savings Bank 64.01
TOTAL Jan. 1, 1972 $1,733.46
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UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAXES - 1971




Brown, Winfield 340.50 13.49
Burt, Rachel L. 176.00 6.08
Carey, Esther 19.25 .66
Carey, Richard W., Jr. 110.00
Clark, Leon F. 165.00 5.70
Colony, Charles 1,330.50 47.69
Cooley, Kenneth 159.00
Cote, Roland D. 379.00 14.82
Dakers, James W. 401.50 13.87
Darling, Wesley E. 412.50 14.25
Davis, Alfred E. 175.50 7.79
Davis, Morton, Jr. 247.50 8.55
Davis, Kenneth 440.00 15.20
Davis, Paul R. 385.50 7.79
Dean, Thomas 11.00
Evans, John W. 258.50
Farrington, Jessie B., Est. 374.00 12.92
Farrington, Harold 313.00 12.54
Fifield, William W. 247.50 8.55
Fletcher, Gerald A. 264.00 9.12
Foley, Merwin R. 132.00 4.56
Frederick, Chester A. 137.00 6.46
Gale, Wilson 0., Sr. 252.50 10.45
Gale, Wilson 0., Jr. 187.00
Goodrich, Marion 165.00
Girs, Anatol 484.00
Gouin, Joseph G. 308.00
Grimes, Frank L. 19.25
Grover, Floyd 197.50 8.55
Haus, Robert 291.50 10.07
Johndro, Edwin C. 326.75 13.02
Johnson, Garry W. 165.00
Kessler, Fred W. 132.00
Kessler, Fred W. 819.50
Lagace, Patrick J. 594.00 20.52
Lake, William 291.00 11.78
Lancey, Ernest L. 280.00 11.40
MacKerron, A. Allen 330.00 11.40
McCormick, Stella 258.50
McKeon, John L. 357.50 12.35
Melvin, Frederick 272.50





Paine, Hazel, Est. 522.50 18.05
Perham, Earl 126.50 4.37
Pickering, Stanley 264.00 9.12







Richmond, Stanley 390.00 15.20
Ross, Douglas L. 242.00 8.36
Rounds, Maynard 159.50
Scranton, Sylvia P. 66.00
Seay, Frank 33.70
Stokes, Ann R. 2,711.50
Taylor, Lawrence 346.50
Tuller, Pearlie R. 231.00
Underwood, Donald J. 412.50
Vogeley, William 357.50
Vose, Myron L. 181.00
Welcome, Grace 781.00
White, Robert F. 197.00




Woichick, Sandra 264.00 9.12
Wright, Ivan 1,677.50 57.95
Zuccale, Anthony P. 159.50
Zuverino, Andrew 253.00 3.42
Anderson, Paul 55.00
Bemis, Casper C., Jr. 209.00 7.22
Berman, Leopold 990.00
Bernier, James C. 38.50
Bickford, John, Jr. 16.50
Bills, Joanne 253.00 8.74
Bonneau, Norman 693.00 20.33
Bushway, Harold R. 236.50 8.17
Butler, Raymond E. 38.50 1.33
Caldwell, Bertrand C. 231.00
Colony, John J., Est. 1,063.33 34.46
Curtiss, Richard A. 44.00 1.52
Dahn, Carl 0. 214.50 7.41
Dunham, Bertha 82.50
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Farina, Lena 742.50 25.65
George, Robert M. 467.50 16.15
Gomarlo, Stanley J. 16.50
Gratton, Leo 643.50 22.23
Grogg, John C. 27.50 .95
Howe, Marcellus 181.50
Hoyt, Edward J. 660.00 22.80
Jarvis, Philip 429.00 14.82
Jerold, William 209.00 7.22
Kenyon, Allen 852.50 29.45
Klug, Anna 176.00
L'Abbee, Douglas 60.50 2.09
Lake, Donald 70.50 5.89
Lang, Gilbert 192.50
Lewis, Charles 27.50 .95
Lorette, Walter H. 11.00 .88
Morrisse, Andrew 27.50
Murphy, William 599.50 20.71.
Nicol Robert G. 440.00 15.20
Nicholson, Clarence 539.00 18.62
Parda, John J., Est. 114.50
Seay, Janet 93.50
Publiese, Matthew 165.00
Rollins, E. J. 33.00 1.14
Ross, Sterling 143.00 4.94
Salvado, John 165.00
Schult, Bela 357.50
Shaw, John W. 5.50 .19
Stanclift, Elwin E. 22.00
Stone, G. W. & Sons 71.50 2.47
Street, Charles G. 451.00 15.58
Tuller, Michael 181.50 6.27
Turgeon, Edmund 88.00
Twining, David 55.00
Waldt, Richard E. 132.00
Wankow, Katherine H. 165.00
Watts, John B. 77.40
Whitcomb, Hanna P., Est. 22.00 .76
Willette, Edward J. 22.00
Wyman, Diane 808.00 10.65
UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAXES ^ 1970
McCormick, Stella 2.80
UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAXES ^ 1969
Dean, Thomas $ 60.00

























$ 49.86 $ 1.71
5.54 .19
TAXES ^ 1965
$ 10.86 $ .46
TAXES ^ 1963
$ 40.02 $ 1.98
TAXES ^ 1962












Prevost, David H., Jr.
Prevost, David H., Jr. (1968)
French, Maurice (1966)
Drurv, Winifred (1961)
Calhoun, John C, Jr. (1961)
Vose, V. PI (1959)
Calhoun, John C, Jr. (1960)




















































































































































































UNCOLLECTED HEAD AND POLL TAXES ^ 1967
Fletcher, Dean 5.00 2.00
I hereby certify that the foregoing lists, showing the
names and amounts due from each taxpayer, as of December
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SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
Warrant for tke Year 1972
To the Inhabitants of the Spofford Fire District, quali-
fied to vote in the affairs District:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Spofford Village
Hall on Wednesday, March 8th, 1792 at 8 p. m. to act on
the following Articles:
Article 1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
Article 2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
Article 3. To choose a Commissioner for 3 years, 1972
1973, 1974.
Article 4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
Budget for tte Year 1972
for the best interests of the District.
Article 8. To transact any other business that may
legally come before said Meeting.










PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
March 10, 1971
The Annual Meeting of the Spofford Fire. District was
held at the Spofford Village Hall. Meeting called to order
at 8 p. m, by the Moderator. Motion was made by Arvid W.
Pearson supported by Warren G. Allen to dispense with the
reading of the Warrant. Vote was in the affirmative.
Article 1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
Motion was made by Arvid W. Pearson supported by War-
ren G. Allen that the Clerk cast one ballot for Kenneth R.
Wiggin to serve as Moderator for the ensuing year. Vote
was in the affirmative. Kenneth R. Wiggin was declared
elected and took oath of office.
Article 2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year. John
K. Schlichting rnade the motion supported by Michael Wig-
gin that the Moderator cast one ballot for Otto S. Schlicht-
ing to serve as Clerk for the ensuing year. Vote was in the
affirmative. Otto S. Schlichting was declared elected and
took oath of office.
Article 3. To choose a Commissioner for three years
(1971-72-73.) Motion was made by Don C. Emery support-
ed by Thomas Allen that the Clerk cast one ballot for Arvid
W. Pearson to serve as Commissioner for three years. Vote
was in the affirmative and Arvid W. Pearson was declared
elected and took oath of office.
Article 4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
Motion was made by Arvid W. Pearson supported by John
K. Schlichting that the Moderator cast one ballot for Otto
S. Schlichting to serve as Treasurer for the ensuing year.
Vote was in the affirmative and Otto S. Schlichting was
declared elected and took oath of office.
Article 5. To see if the District will vote to adopt the
budget and raise money for same or to act thereon. Michael
Wiggin made the motion supported by Thomas Allen to ac-
cept the budget as is. Vote was in the affirmative.
Article 6. To see if the District will vote to authorize the
Commissioners to borrow money in anticipation of taxes to
pay current expenses.
Warren G. Allen made the motion supported by Arvid W.
Pearson to give the Commissioners this authority. Vote was
in the affirmative.
Article 7. To transact any other business that may le-
gally come before said Meeting:
The Commissioners asked permission to dispose of the
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Buffalo Fire Truck. Warren G. Allen made the motion sup-
ported by Don C. Emery to grant this request. Vote was in
the affirmative.
The Committee appointed last year by the Moderator was:
John K. Schlichting, Michael Wiggin and Thomas Allen.
They came up with the following recommendation. It would
be best in the long run to build a new fire station, however
to cut costs recommended that the present station be re-
modeled. But it was the concensus of the voters present,
that it would be unwise to sink any money into the present
building because it would not alleviate the majority of prob-
lems we now have. Don C. Emery made the motion support-
ed by Warren G. Allen that the Building Committee con-
tinue further study in getting facts and figures in acquiring
land for a new fire station. Vote was in the affirmative.




OF THE SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
For tke Year Ended December 31, 1971
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is correct to the




Cash on Hand Keene National Bank $ 246.12
Margaret A. Johnson, Tax Collector, 1970 Taxes 976.12
Margaret A. Johnson, Tax Collector, 1972 Taxes 7,846.87
Keene National Bank, Tax Anticipation Notes 2 1,500.00
Town of Chesterfield 80.00
State of New Hampshire 87.45
TOTAL Receipts $10,727.56
Expendttmes
Keene National Bank, Interest on Notes 1,042,89
Keene National Bank, Tax Anticipation Notes 1,500.00
Keene National Bank, Truck Note 2,000.00
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Mason Insurance Agency 1,003.00
Town of Chesterfield, Insurance 217.25
Barrows Coal Co., Inc., Fuel Oil 501.40
E & C Floor Sanding 375.00
Public Service Co., Electricity 164.20
Benner Electronic Services, Radio Repairs 102.91
Don's Service Station,
Gas, Oil, Repairs, to Equipment 220.14
Mort's Groceries, Gas 100.82
Ken Davis, Gas 5.03
Old Mill Stream Country Store, Gas 5.10
Howard's Service Station, Keene, Gas 19.82
De Mambro Radio Supply 6.63
Bergevin's Truck Sales and Service 69.39
Merriaro-Graves 3.80
S & J Auto Parts, Tools 20.70
S W. N. H. Fire Mutual Aid 26.60
National Fire Advertising Association 35.00
Arvid W. Pearson, Waterhole, Repairs 81.45
Ronald T. Guyette, Batteries 30.00
David G. AdamSj Small Equipment and Hose 830.75
Otto S. Schlichting, Janitor Service and Supplies 221.80
Otto S. Schlichting, Treasurer, Pay and Expenses 72.80
Otto S. Schlichting, Building Repairs, Snow Plow 38.00
Firemen's Payroll 1,240.00
TOTAL Expenditures ' $10,727.56
FINANCIAL REPORT
OF THE SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1971
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete and






Cash on Hand $ 793.08
TOTAL Assets $ 793.08




Notes Outstanding, 7 at $2,000.00
1 at 1,790.00
TOTAL Liabilities










Radios, Base Station, No. Mobile Units
2 Portable Units
Fire Alarm System
Generator and Smoke Ejector
Resuscitator and Inhalator
4 Scott Air Pacs and Extra Tanks
F. W. D. 750 gals. P. M. Pumper
Boardman 750 gals. P. M. Pumper - Tanker
Buffalo 500 gals. P. M. Pumper
Van Truck
Amphibious Truck
1 Kenco & McCulloch Portable Pump
Waterous Pumper and Hose Reel
1 Homelite Chainsaw






State of New Hampshire
Town of Chesterfield
Tax Anticipation
TOTAL Receipts from All Sources













































Gas and Oil 264.67
Repairs to Equipment 185.26
Radio Repairs 102.91






TOTAL Payments for All Purposes
Cash on Hand at End of Year
GRAND TOTAL $10,727.56
BUDGET OF THE SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from officiaPrecords and is complete to
the best of my knowledge and belief.
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Surplus Avail, to Reduce Taxes
State of New Hampshire
Town of Chesterfield
TOTAL Revenue Except Taxes
By Precinct Taxes
TOTAL Revenues and Taxes $8,399.12 $8,951.00
January 31, 1972
Donald C. Emery Alfred H, Schiewe
Bruce W. Gauthier G. C. Knickerbocker
Robert E. Woodman Arvid W. Pearson
Harry E. Winn Forest F. Hall, Jr.
Lillian L. Lane Clifford E. Chickering
72.80
SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
Chesterfield School District Meeting
March 6, 1971
The Moderator called the meetijig to order at 3:00 p. m.
and Assistant Clerk, Dorothy C. Mowry, read the Warrant
through Article l.The Moderator, Harry E. Winn, declared
the polls open for balloting for the necessary school district
officers.
Prior to the meeting, the following were appointed Ballot
Clerks by the School Board: Jean Hubner and Agness B.
Chickering. They took the oath of office from the Moderator.
Dorothy C. Mowry was appointed Assistant Clerk by the
Moderator. A count of the ballots showed 613.
The Moderater appointed Grerald Knickerbocker Assistant
Clerk and Shirley Bevis Assistant Moderator. They along
with Dorothy C. Mowry took the oath of office from the
Moderator.
At 8:00 p. m. the Moderator again called the meeting to
order, and the Clerk read the remainder of the Warrant.
The Articles were then disposed of as follows.
Article 2. Winston Cray moved that the reports of agents,
auditors, committees, and officers chosen be accepted as
printed in the annual report. Seconded by Wayne Winn.
Motion carried in the affirmative.
Article 3. Arthur Clifford moved that the District auth-
orize the School Board to make application for, and to accept
and use in the name of the District, such advances grants-
in-aid or funds for educational purposes as may now or
hereafter be forthcoming from the United States govern-
ment, the State of New Hampshire, or any department or
agency thereof, or any federal, state, or private agency.
Seconded by Clara B. Wellington. Motion carried in the af-
firmative.
Article 4. Ann R. Bevis moved that Article 4, to see if
the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,000.00 to provide for the services of a "resource teacher",
and suitable instructional materials and to authorize the
Board to effectuate the purposes of this article, be passed
over. Seconded by Donald Emery. Motion carried in the
affirmative and the Article was passed over.
Article 5, Audrey Ericson moved that the District estab-
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lish a Building Needs Study Committee composed of not
more than seven (7) members, four to be appointed by the
Moderator and the three members of the School Board. Sec-
onded by James E. O'Neil. Motion carried in the affirmative.
The Moderator appointed Arvid Pearson, Carl Johnson,
Wayne Winn and Alfred Schiewe to this committee.
Article 6. Donald Emery moved that the District raise
and appropriate the sum of $366,512 for support of schools,
for the payment of salaries of school district officials and
agents, and for payment of statutory obligations of the dis-
trict. Seconded by Gerald Knickerbocker. Motion carried in
the affirmative.
Article 7. No business was brought up under this Article
"To transact any other business that may legally come be-
fore this meeting".
Voting on all of the articles having been concluded, the
Moderator recessed the meeting at 8:15 p. m. There were
41 at the business session of the meeting.
At 9: 00 p. m. the Moderator declared the polls closed.
The checklist of voters was used. A count of the ballots
resulted as follows: Number of votes cast 57. Total number
of names on checklist 895.
For Moderator for the ensuing year: Harry E. Winn had
56 votes. The Clerk declared Harry E. Winn elected Moder-
ator for the ensuing year. He took the oath of office from
the Clerk.
For Clerk for the ensuing year: H. Claude Mowry had 55
votes. The Moderator declared H. Claude Mowry elected
Clerk for the ensuing year. He took the oath of office from
the Moderator.
For member of the School Board for the ensuing three years:
Clara B. Wellington had 50 votes. The following had one
vote each: Geraldine Huse, Kenneth Wiggin, Michael Wig-
gin, Herman Finkenstadt, and Carl Johnson. The Moderator
declared Clara B. Wellington elected a member of the School
Board for the ensuing three years. She took the oath of of-
fice from the Moderator.
For Treasurer for the ensuing three years: Ann Bevis had
57 votes. The Moderator declared Ann Bevis elected Treas-
urer for the ensuing three years, he took the oath of office
from the Moderator.
For Auditors (2) for the ensuing year: Prudence S. Mit-
chell had 52 votes and Ann M. Knickerbocker had 52 votes.
There were several scattered votes on write-ins. The Mod-
erator declared Prudence S. Mitchell and Ann M. Knicker-
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bocker elected Auditors for the ensuing year. They took the
oath of office from the Moderator.
All of the elected officers signed the prescribed OATH OF
OFFICE.
Agness B. Chickering moved that the meeting be ad-
journed. Seconded by James E. O'Neil. The vote on the mo-
tion was declared by the Moderator to be carried in the af-
firmative.
The meeting adjourned at 9: 15 p. m.
H. Claude Mowry
Clerk
A true record, attest:
H. Claude Mowry
Clerk of the Chesterfield School District
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State oi New Hampshire
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of
Chesterfield qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Chesterfield Central
Elementary School on the 4th day of March, 1972 at 3:00
o'clock in the afternoon to bring in your votes for the elec-
tion of the school district officers. The polls will be open not
later than 3:00 p. m., nor close earlier than 9:00 p. m.
Article 1. To choose all necessary school district officers.
A Moderator for the ensuing year,
A Clerk for the ensuing year.
A member of the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
A Treasurer from July 1, 1972, for the ensuing year.
Auditors for the ensuing year.
You are hereby further notified to meet at Chesterfield
Central Elementary School in said District on March 4th,
1972, at 8:00 p. m. to act upon the following subjects.
Article 2. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Com-
mittees, or Officers chosen, and pass anv vote relating there-
to.
Article 3. To see if the District will vote to authorize the
School Board to make application for, and to accept and use
in the name of the District such advances, grants-in-aid, or
other funds for educational purposes as may now or here-
after be forthcoming from the tlnited States Government,
the State of New Hampshire, or any department or agency
thereof, or any federal, state, or private agency.
Article 4. (By Petition) To see if the District will raise
and appropriate the sum of $18,000,00 to provide a kinder-
garten, said kindergarten to be part of the public school as
prescribed by the New Hampshire State Board of Education
through its established Minimum Standards for Elementary
Schools, and further to see if the District will authorize the
School Board to take the necessary action to effectuate the
purpose of this Article. Not approved by the Budget Com-
mittee.
Article 5. To see if the District will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $4,557.00 to install a fire alarm system
ss provided by Granite State Alarm, Inc. said alarm system
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to have State Fire Underwriters approval and to include
automatic heat detectors, pull stations, evacuation alarms,
building temperature devices and connection of all warning
devices to Southwestern New Hampshire Fire Mutual Aid
for twenty-four hour protection. Further, to see if the Dis-
trict will raise and appropriate the sum of $744.00 for the
first annual operating cost of the system. Not approved by
the Budget Committee.
Article 6. To see what sum of money the District will
vote to raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for
the salaries of school district officers and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District.
Article 7. To transact any other business which may le-
gally come before this meeting.













July 1,1970 -June 30, 1971
The Hot Lunch Program opened September 14, 1970 with
Mrs. Sylvia Thompson as Manager and Mrs. Marion Berry
as her assistant.
The reimbursement rate from Federal Funds remained at
4 cents through December and then rose to 6 cents for each
Type A meal served to children. Surplus Commodities re-
ceived from the Government made it possible to keep the
price for children's lunches to thirty cents per day. Adults
were charged forty cents per day.
Under the Special Milk Program we received 4 cents reim-
bursement for each half pint served through April. May and
June the rate dropped to 3 cents so the price of milk did
have to go up 1 cent making the price 5 cents per day per
child.
About 200 to 270 balanced meals were served daily. For
the first time in many years the children were allowed to
talk in the cafetorium during their lunch period.
Menus were made up a month in advance and given to
each child and teacher. A copy was also sent to local radio
stations and to local newspapers.
At Thanksgiving and Christmas turkey dinners with all





The 1971-72 school year opened on September 7 with 315
pupils enrolled. The enrollment has subsequently dropped to
307.
This year we have had to develop a grade 3 and 4 com-
bination due to a large 4th grade enrollment (44) and a
shortage of classrooms. It now appears that next year we
will have to have two combination grade groups in that only
one eighth grade will graduate and we anticipate two first
grade groups.
Our major organization change has been the departmen-
talization of grades 3, 4, and 5. The program is working
satisfactorily.
This year we have continued the revision of our reading
program in grades 2, 4, 5, and 6, and have purchased new
social studies texts for grades 3, 4, and 5.
We expect to begin a revision of our science program in
1973-74. We have appointed a science study committee to
thoroughly examine methods and teaching materials so that
intelligent, carefully considered decisions can be made about
the science curriculum at that time.
We feel that mathematics and lanquage are reasonably up
to date.
New staff members this year include Mrs. Judith Sargent,
Title 1 remedial reading teacher; Mrs. Jocelyn Duncan, aide;
and Mrs. Doris Tousley, school nurse. All regular classroom
teachers returned to us this year which pleased us greatly.
The lunch program has been well run. Mrs. Thompson,
our very able director over the past 214 years, was succeeded
by Mrs. Mary Davis as of February 1. Mrs. Marion Berry
has continued her excellent work as assistant cook.
Mr. Merton Davis is in his tenth year as head custodian
and keeps the building in perfect condition.
Our library has continued to grow with the purchase of
new books. Again we have been able to use our Titlell al-
lotment for the expansion of reference materials for all
grades. Much appreciation must go to the P. T. A. Library
Committee and its volunteer mothers who do such a fine job
running and staffing the library.
I would again like to thank the people of Chesterfield, the
school staff, the School Board, and the administration for




















































SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICE REPORT
September. 1970 - June, 1971
What is a healthy child The answer encompasses many
areas including aspects of both physical and mental health.
Anything that affects a child's health will also affect his
learning ability and thus decrease his efficiency in school.
The goal of the School Health Services, then, is to work
with the parents and promote the optimum health of each
and every child.
The services provided by the School Health Program in-
clude (1) a vision test for each child every year, (2) a
hearing test every two years, and (3) physicals by the
school physician for first and seventh graders and those
children participating in sports. Immunization clinics are
held to provide free vaccines to all children over six weeks
of age in the community, A tuberculosis testing program is
held every year. Health teaching is an integral part of the
services and includes both formal classes and informal, per-
sonal discussions.
A few statistics and a brief summary will indicate the
way these services are implemented through the school year.
1. The vision and hearing tests are an important screen-
ing tool. There were 328 vision exams and 121 hearing
exams performed during the school year. These figures do
not include second exams done on the same child.
2. Dr. John Houpis, the school physician, performed 61
physicals on school children. A urine test was done on each
child who received a physical.
3. Two successful immunization clinics were held in 1971.
The free vaccines offered included Triple Toxoid, Smallpox,
Polio, Measles, and German Measles. The first clinic was
held on January 8, 1971 when 44 immunizations were given.
Twenty-four children received immunizations at the second
clinic on March 5, 1971.
4. A tuberculosis testing program under the direction of
Miss Connie Martin was conducted on November 9, 1970.
Sixty-eight people received the Heaf test. Twenty of these
people were School Personnel, twenty-eight were first gra-
ders, and twenty were children in kindergarten. Three peo-
ple indicated a positive reaction and received a follow-up
test but no active cases of tuberculosis were found.
5. An Orientation Day was held on May 7, 1971 for pro-
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spective first-graders and their parents. A Dental Hygienist,
employed by the State of New Hampshire, examined sixteen
children and gave suggestions for dental care to the children
and their parents. Dr. Houpis gave a physical examination
to five of the children.
6. In May 1971, a special hearing screening clinic was
held for pre-school children under the direction of the New
Hampshire Medical Society Women's Auxiliary. Twenty-
three children received the screening test but no major de-
fects were found.
7. As part of the health teaching program, Miss Nancy
Gardner, a State Dental Hygienist, came on November 16,
1970 to talk to some of the school children about dental care.
It is hoped that all of these health areas can be expended
in forthcoming school years to benefit your children. A goal
to aim for is an individualized health program that can be
expanded to fit each child's needs.
We want to extend a grateful thank-you to all the parents
for their cooperation and to all the school staff for their
assistance.
Sandra R. Wiggin, R. N.
School Nurse






We are reporting briefly some of the major events during
the five years our six districts have been together as a super-
visory union. It is the continuing goal of the State to bring
together districts in a geographic area which have similar
economic, social, and educational interests. The union was
enlarged following a decision by the State Board of Edu-
cation that Chesterfield, Harrisville, Keene, Marlborough,
and Westmoreland would work together as an administra-
tive unit. It has worked effectively for boys and girls from
July, 1967.
There has been much progress in improving educational
programs in the elementary grades. We endeavor to main-
tain similar programs in all schools, first to provide for the
needs of the boys and girls, second to prepare them for the
secondary programs they will enter. New books and edu-
cational materials have been purchased in nearly all subjects
and much progress has been made in using audiovisual de-
vices. Our libraries have grown in numbers of books and
our pupils have responded by greatly increasing the quan-
tity and variety of their reading. Teachers and principals
of all districts are striving to constantly improve curricula
offerings and administrative procedures.
Though some progress has been made, our weakness is
recognized in the limited provision of the so-called special
areas of art, music, physical education, guidance, and edu-
cation of the handicapped. The largest district, Keene, has
been increasing these services, but it too falls short of a
desirable level. It is a common shortcoming of the schools of
New Hampshire, and may have to wait a more ample pro-
vision of state funds.
We think that great progress has been made in the secon-
dary schools of Marlborough and Keene, Marlborough High
School has become a good little high school, and Keene High
School maintains a high level of quality. Courses in both
have been updated, new material purchased, and new meth-
ods adopted. We are making steady strides towards provid-
ing more vocational educational opportunities. Though
Keene High and Keene Junior High are crowded with pupils,
annually some worthwile changes are made.
Maintenance
Most of our buildings are in fine condition when age and
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original building limitations are considered. Improved cus-
todial care and steady progress in lighting, heating, roofing
and grounds upkeep have been accomplished. We firmly be-
lieve that our properties shold be kept at a high level of ef-
ficiency, cleanliness and appearance. There is more to be
done, but we have reached the point where the level of ex-
penditure will not have to be increased, except to keep up
with inflation. Now, we are proposing special articles in the
"town" budgets to provide alarm systems to make more cer-
tain that fire losses of large size will be avoided.
A. R. E. A. Plans
Since 1966 five of our districts have operated successfully
within the Keene Authorized Regional Enrollment Plan.
This plan insures that all of the districts are guaranteed by
Keene of a place for high school education, and Keene can
plan on the entire enrollment of the sending districts. Al-
though the tuition costs have advanced considerably in the
six-year period, they compare on the low side with New
Hampshire and Vermont high schools which offer equal
programs. This has made possible a good working relation-
ship with opportunity for the sending districts to construc-
tively criticize and the receiving district to strive constant-
ly to improve its program. Legally, and in fact, Keene High
School is the high school of the five districts.
During the District Meetings of March and April, 1970,
seven districts voted a study committee to work together as
a Planning Board. The charge is to determine the advan-
tages and disadvantages of extending the A. R. E. A. plan
or to develop a new plan for at least grades seven and eighth
The pupils of grades seven and eight of Harrisville, Nelson,
Marlow, and Stoddard have been attending Keene Junior
High School for several years. The districts of Chesterfield.
Marlborough, and Westmoreland were sufficiently interest-
ed to vote to share the study. Though several meetings have
been held, progress has been slow, due in part to Keene's
problem of building. The Keene District will probably bring
the question of a new school for the intermediate grades to
the District for decision again in March, 1972.
A tentative, new A. R. E. A. plan is being written. It may
not involve all of the districts as this is local prerogative.
If a plan is acceptable to some of the districts and the State
Board, it can begin existence in September, 1974. We have
another year for work and decision. Such an arrangement
can provide stability and better education for all the dis-
tricts while securing for them state funds and incentive aid.
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Building Committee
A special committee, named at the March, 1971, District
Meeting has met to discuss Chesterfield's needs. Mr. Arvid
Pearson, Chairman, has reported that the Committee feels
there is no immediate necessity to build, though it recog-
nizes the need for expansion in some areas, such as a larger
library.
Finances
"What happens when an irresistible force meets an im-
movable object." This old riddle comes close to illustrating
the predicament in New Hampshire. For years and years
the districts of our little state have voted their tax money
for schools, bearing almost the complete burden. Your school
leadership has been frustrated and discouraged because de-
cisions must be made on the basis of "what will they cost"
rather than "what is their value for children." State support
seems to have hit bottom. Whereas the state funding in the
United States averages 47% of public school costs, New
Hampshire sharing was actually cut in half, down to 4%.
This is in face of the usual annual inflation rate of 6%. Real
estate is not equal in the districts and is not rapidly ex-
pandable to meet increasing costs. There seems to be agree-
ment that education needs to keep up with the times, but the
source of funds remains practically static.
As our Business Manager writes: "Our budgets proposed
for 1972-1973 are largely 'maintenance 'budgets, supporting
those services and educational conditions which presently
exist." Even so, costs advance due to conditions beyond local
control: gas tax, oil costs, electricity, telephone rates, ren-
tals, retirement changes, and all supplies and books. We
simply cannot hold the line without cutting services. It is
natural to expect personnel to seek compensation increases
to at least equal the increased costs of living. We do sin-
cerely hope that more can be provided from State funds to
insure greater equity and additional dollars.
Career Education
You will be hearing more about a proposal called C.O.E.D.
It means: Complete Occupational Education Development.
It will involve all of our districts and will be supported for
at least three years with federal money.
Perhaps a good way to end this report is to look into the
future with the new U. S. Ccsnmission of Education, Sidney
P. Marland, as he envisions the following:
"The term 'career education' means to me basically a
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point of view, a concept — a concept that says three
things: First, that career education will be part of the
curriculum for all students, not just some. Second, that
it will continue throughout a youngster's stay in school,
from the first grade through senior high and beyond,
if he so elects. And third, that every student leaving
school possesses the skills necessary to give him a start
in making a livlihood for himself and his family, even
if he leaves before completing high school."
In conclusion, we hope that the financial problems of the
moment will not cloud our vision of what good education has
meant and must mean to the future of our boys and girls,











July 1, 1970 to July 30. 1971
Cash on Hand July 1, 1970
Received from Selectmen
Current Appropriation $292,187.22
Revenue from State Sources 3,682.19
Revenue from Federal Sources 7,816.15
Received from all other Sources 5,112.43
TOTAL Receipts
Total Amout Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid










This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouch-
ers, bank statements and other financial records of the
treasurer of the school district of Chesterfield of which the
above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30,






First National Bank of Boston
3.20% Bonds Dated August 1. 1962
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
BALANCE SHEET - JUNE 30. 1971
Assets
Cash on Hand June 30, 1971 $
General Fund 1,125.81
Accounts Due to District
From State (Intell. Hand.) 1,174.44
Capital Reserves: (Held by Trustees) 457.28
TOTAL Assets
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REPORT OF SALARIES OF SUPERINTENDENTS
1970-1971




s ^ i ^ f -g iw
St St .2.0 ^^ ^.^ o^
"^ «-n «i -gi: ^-u -2^3 cofl
1 -gq -^Q ^Q -Sp -^Q S^
b; bc^ 60:5 tiC':S tiC-c m— '-' !=
^
^.a "H-o ^-o ^.S "5-0 ^g«;= C-S c-5 fl -c
bo o o - tJ;- t:3 -^5 t-fr t^s <u^
<: H pq O <?: <C <C <^ <0 Pifa
Under
1 Year 7 5 2 — — — — — —
1 19 8 11 — — — — — —
2 29 15 14 — — — — — —
3 17 8 9 — — — —
4 24 12 12 — — — 1
5 39 22 17 5 — — 9
Total
Birth 135 70 65 5 — — 10
6 37 19 18 37 — — —
7 41 19 22 40
8 45 22 23 44 — — — 1 —
9 39 27 12 37 — 1 — 1 —
10 35 18 17 33 — 1 — 1 —
11 34 17 17 33 — — — 1 —
12 47 24 23 45 2 — — — —
13 42 23 19 28 13 — — 1 —
14 43 13 30 11 32 — — — —
15 37 17 20 1 34 — — 2 —
16 40 15 25 — 40 — — — —
17 21 15 6 1 19 — — — 1
Thru
18 972— 8 — — — 1
Total
Total 470 236 234 310 149 2—72
Birth-18
6-18 605 306 299 315 149 2 10 7 2
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Trustees of Trust Funds, Chesterfield, N. H.
Warren G. Allen, Treasurer
Receipts
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REPORT OF THE FOREST FIRE
WARDEN AND DISTRICT CHIEF
Lest We Forget ^ It CAN Happen Here
Disasterous forest and brush fires that destroy hundreds
of homes are more prevalent on the west coast "v^ith their dry
seasons and strong hot winds but 25 years ago this fall is
the anniversary of a disaster that devastated large areas of
northern New England leaving villages in ashes with rows
of cellar holes and chimneys in a number of summer vaca-
tion home locations. Many lives were lost on that destructive
day of October 23, 1947 and nothing could stop the wind-
driven flames.
It is true that such conditions are unusual for New Hamp-
shire but they happened once, they can happen again. The
fuel for fires is all around us. All it takes is a firebrand.
Only by cultivating a habit of carefulness with fire at all
times can we meet the challenge of protection when dry con-
ditions prevail. Please let these reminders be your guide.
1. Never, either when walking, riding or driving, discard
a firebrand, a lighted match or a glowing cigarette.
2. Always obtain a permit for any outside burning. The
burning of household rubbish is not permited if your
town has rubbish collection. Burning of grass or garden
litter can be dangerous. Se your warden first.
3. If you camp or picnic, be sure open fires are allowed
and if they are, put them dead out when leaving.
4. Most important, instruct your children in the danger
of the lighted match. A lighted match and dry grass or
forest litter is a dangerous combination which leads to
destructive loss and can lead to tragedy.
The past year, 1971, was a favorable year for the control
of fires. There were too many fire starts in some towns. We
thank those who remembered and ask others to heed Smok-
ey's message.
Number of Fires Reported and Acres Burned
STATE
DISTRICT
TOWN
1971 Season
463 Fires
41 Fires
6 Fires
160 Acres
12 Acres
1/3 Acres
Robert Burns
District Chief
Arvid W. Pearson
Forest Fire Warden
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